






1 Introduction

UV-complete quantum �eld theories may be constructed as conformal �eld theories (CFTs)
deformed by a relevant operator, which drives a renormalization group (RG) �ow interpo-
lating between high-energy (UV) and low-energy (IR) regimes. In these two extreme limits,
conformal invariance is recovered, so one can think of the RG-�ow as interpolating between
a UV and an IR CFT. The parameter along the RG-�ow can be taken as the energy scale,
and one de�nes running couplings in the Wilsonian sense as a way to evolve couplings with
scale in order to leave observables unchanged. In this sense, running couplings are not
observables, nor are� -functions.

When the UV CFT is de�ned on a curved spacetime, an interesting interplay can arise
between the curvature length scale1 � and the scale at the origin of the RG �ow m (cor-
responding to a dimensionful coupling): one can form a new dimensionless parameter�m
on which physical quantities in general depend non-trivially. One is then led to consider
curvature-RG �ows of physical quantities, as a function of �m [1]. The limit �m ! 0 cor-
responds to the UV, since form ! 0 and �xed � , one recovers the UV CFT. Equivalently,
� ! 0 corresponds to large curvature (high energy) limit for �xed m. Similarly, the IR
endpoint corresponds to the limit �m ! 1 .

Notice that both � and m are de�ned in the UV CFT, therefore they are physical
parameters de�ning the UV theory: a curvature-RG �ow describes a relation between
physical quantities in di�erent theories. It is therefore conceptually di�erent from the
usual concept of RG �ow (of a single theory, with respect to energy scale), and it o�ers an
a priori di�erent interpolation between the UV and the IR: one expects that in the �m ! 0
and �m ! 1 limits one should recover the behavior of (suitably de�ned) observables in
the UV and IR CFTs, respectively.

An important aspect of �eld theories on curved space-times concerns the conjectured
existence ofc-functions in odd dimensions. These are functions which decrease monoton-
ically from the UV to the IR, and assume speci�c values at the �xed points, which are
characteristic of the UV and IR CFTs. In even dimensions, the �xed-point values are com-
binations of the Weyl anomaly coe�cients of the CFT. In odd dimensions, a similar role is
taken by the value of the Euclidean CFT renormalized free energy on a sphere: this value
(which one may call anF -value) is scheme-independent, independent of the sphere radius
and, similarly to central charges in even dimensions, it �measures� the number of degrees
of freedom of the CFT [2].

The question has arisen whether, from the sphere free-energy of a non-conformal theory,
one can constructF -functions, which interpolate monotonically along a curvature RG-�ow
(i.e.., as a function of the sphere radius) between the UV and IRF -values. Although it
is known that a monotonic F -function can be constructed using the entanglement entropy
of a spherical region in �at -space [3], it is still an open problem whether the sphere free
energy can play a similar role.

1This can be the typical curvature scale of the geometry, or more speci�cally the curvature radius in
case of constant-curvature spacetimes, which will be the subject of this paper.
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In the context of the gauge/gravity duality, the description of curvature RG-�ows
is relatively simple. The duality relates a d-dimensional CFT to a higher-dimensional
geometry (the bulk) containing an AdSd+1 factor, and AdSd+1 admits slicing by curved
d-dimensional hypersurfaces. The geometry of the slices corresponds to the geometry on
which the CFT is de�ned [ 4]. This generalizes to curved holographic RG-�ows of non-
conformal theories, in which the UV CFT is deformed by a relevant operator, and the
dual geometry is close to AdSd+1 only asymptotically, but still admits a slicing by curved
d-dimensional hypersurfaces. The identi�cation of the geometry where the UV theory is
de�ned is performed at the asymptotic near-AdS conformal boundary.

Recently, curved-slicing holographic RG �ow solutions have been systematically inves-
tigated in [1] for d+1 -dimensional Einstein-scalar gravity, in the case of constant-curvature
slicing, which corresponds to the dual �eld theory being de�ned on a constant (positive
or negative) curvature spacetime. The bulk theory in this case was constructed from the
bottom-up, with a scalar potential which was left general, as long as it possessed extrema
with negative cosmological constant, which are dual to RG �ow �xed points. Under the
holographic duality, having a single bulk scalar corresponds to concentrating on a single
relevant scalar operator driving the �ow. The setup is simple but �exible enough to capture
very interesting features, such as exotic RG �ows [5] and curvature-driven �rst-order phase
transitions [1].

The holographic calculation of the free energyF (� ) on a sphere of radius� is also rel-
atively simple: in the large-N limit, it coincides with the classical bulk action evaluated on
the solution, after divergences due to the in�nite volume of AdS are subtracted. For CFTs
the result is unambiguous, but for holographic RG �ows it is scheme dependent, as one
can add �nite boundary counterterms to the action with arbitrary coe�cients. Moreover,
whereas the UV CFT value is correctly recovered byF (0), to obtain the IR F -value one
cannot simply take � ! 1 , as this quantity is typically divergent, simply because in this
limit the volume of d-dimensional space becomes in�nite. This IR divergence has nothing
to do with the one associated to the in�nite radial volume of AdS (which corresponds to
UV divergences in the �eld theory) and it persists after holographic renormalization. This
IR problem of the holographic free energy on the sphere was observed, e.g., in [6], in which
it was taken as an obstruction to obtaining F -functions from the sphere free energy.

The obstruction was recently addressed in [7] in Einstein-scalar gravity, for the case of
d = 3 . In that work it was shown that, remarkably, if one expands F (� ) around in�nity,
the IR-�nite contribution is scheme-independent and it coincides with the correct IR F -
value one would compute directly in the IR �xed point CFT. This led the authors of [ 7] to
conjecture that one may construct F -functions from the IR-�nite part of the free energy.
To de�ne F -functions, one can either choose a special renormalization scheme in which
the IR divergences are canceled (and it was shown that such a scheme always exists) by
picking speci�c values for the �nite boundary counterterms; and/or one can act on F (� ) by
derivative operators to obtain a function with has a �nite limit as both � ! 0 and � ! 1 .

The procedure outlined above results, ford = 3 , in four di�erent IR-�nite versions
of the sphere free energy which, by construction, all interpolate between the UV and IR
F -values. It was conjectured in [7] that some (or all) of these play the role of monotonic
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F -functions, independent of the Liu-Mezei entanglement entropy [3] de�ned in �at space-
time. A noteworthy ingredient of the proposal, motivated by holography is that when the
perturbing operator has � < d

2 then the Legendre transform of the free energy is used
instead. Numerical evidence for the validity of this conjecture was presented in [7], by
analysing simple but generic Einstein-scalar RG �ows interpolating between two extrema
of the scalar potential, for a wide range of (dual) operator dimensions. Moreover, the case
of a free massive scalar �eld that made previous attempts fail, now it was shown to work.

An interesting by-product of this analysis was that in [7] it was shown that apart from
the Euclidean free energy, there is also an entropy. This could be understood by rotating
the S3-theory to de Sitter, and then the entropy function was the entanglement entropy
of the two space hemispheres in global coordinates. It becomes the thermal energy of the
static patch if one chooses static patch coordinates. Interestingly, it was shown that if we
use this entropy to construct an F -function, then the ones obtained coincide with those
obtained from the free energy, [7].

These results raise the question whether monotonicity of the conjecturedF -function
holds in general. So far the analysis was limited to bottom-up models which are not,
strictly speaking, guaranteed to make sense holographically (for a generic scalar potential
they may lie in the swampland, after all). Therefore, one important question is whether
the putative F -theorem holds in top-down constructions, in which the holographic setup
is known to be robust. Two possibilities are:

1. test theseF -theorems in known 4-dimensional Einstein-scalar models which uplift to
type IIB or type IIA in 10 dimensions;

2. more interestingly, consider 10D D-brane constructions whichdo not reduce to scalar
�elds canonically coupled to gravity.

In this work we choose the second route, and consider the string theory dual of sphere RG-
�ows of 3-dimensional ABJM theory with massive �avor. Another possibility is to consider
relevant deformations of ABJM theory on S3 by real masses, [8� 10], and study monotonicity
of F -functions in this context.2 We will not consider this setup in the current work.

Pure ABJM theory [ 11] is a 3-dimensionalN = 6 superconformal Chern-Simons matter
theory which is conjectured to be holographically dual to M-theory on AdS4 � S7=Zk . At
large number of colorsN and strong coupling, M-theory can also be approximated by
type IIA supergravity on AdS 4 � CP3. The holographic recipe for adding N f massless
�avor �elds to ABJM theory was described in [ 12� 15], and in the type IIA description, it
corresponds to addingN f AdS4-�lling D6-branes in the bulk. Addition of massless �avor to
the theory preserves conformal invariance. This has been explicitly checked in perturbation
theory [16, 17].

To abandon conformality, one has to introduce a relevant deformation which we do
by giving the �avor a mass m. For m 6= 0 , the �at-space theory undergoes an RG �ow
interpolating between two CFTs: ABJM with N f massless �avors in the UV, and pure
ABJM in the IR, since the �avor is gapped and decouples. In the gravity dual description,

2We thank N. Bobev for bringing the references [8� 10] to our attention and for suggesting this possibility.
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the RG �ow is realized as a non-trivial pro�le for the D6-brane embedding as a function
of the holographic radial coordinate. In our setup, the brane embeddings are parametrized
by a single CP3 angle, the slipping mode� , which is the bulk �eld dual to the �avor mass
deformation [13].

Entanglement entropy basedF -functions in ABJM theory with massive �avor on �at
space have been considered in [18, 19] where also backreaction generated by smeared D6-
branes was taken into account (see also [20] for calculations of thermal free energy). Those
F -functions were found to monotonically interpolate betweenF -values in agreement with
the proof of the F -theorem by Casini and Huerta [21].

Placing Euclidean ABJM theory on a 3-sphere simply means, holographically, that
one should work with a spherical foliation of AdS4. However, fully backreacted (even
smeared) D6-branes solutions with spherical foliations are not known. To simplify the
analysis we will consider the approximation where the �avor is quenched, i.e.,N f � N . In
this case, the dominant �avor contribution to the free energy is of order N f , and one can
neglect the O(N 2

f =N2) contribution which arises from �avor loops in diagrams involving
the color degrees of freedom. In the bulk, the quenched �avor approximation corresponds
to the probe-brane approximation where the backreaction of the branes is neglected: the
branes are embedded as a seven-dimensional submanifold of the (unmodi�ed) AdS4 � CP3

geometry. As a result, the leading �avor contribution to the free energy comes purely from
the D6-brane on-shell action.

To leading order in N f =N , the curvature-RG �ow of the free energy as a function of
�m is captured completely by the D6-brane on-shell action. Hence our strategy for the
computation of the free energy can be summarized as follows:

1. Write the background AdS4 � CP3 by choosing coordinates such that AdS4 is sliced
by 3-spheres;

2. Find the probe D6-brane embedding in AdS4 � CP3 as a function of m and � ;

3. Compute the free energy in the probe limit by calculating the D6-brane on-shell
action (including appropriate counterterms and renormalization).

The holographic calculation is reduced to solving for the dynamics of the single scalar
�eld � which, however, is not a canonically coupled scalar with a potential (except in the
UV). Therefore this model, besides being top-down and therefore well motivated theoret-
ically, provides a new testing ground, beyond Einstein-scalar gravity, for the ideas put
forward in [1, 7].

For massless �avor, we compute the �avor contribution to the F -value of pure ABJM
theory to leading order in N f and the result agrees with the �eld theory localization
calculation in [22] and with the expansion of the backreacted calculation in [23].

One may expect that massive �avors will gently �ow from the UV and become irrelevant
in the IR, as in �at space. However, things are more interesting: we �nd that at a critical
value of the dimensionless parameter�m , the theory undergoes a �rst order quantum
phase transition which is holographically realized as a topology-changing transition of the
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D6-brane embedding. The �eld theory interpretation of the transition is that meson bound
states are broken by quantum �uctuations due to increasing zero-point energy as the radius
of the sphere decreases. Meson breaking transitions have been observed �rst inN = 4 super
Yang-Mills theory at �nite temperature [ 24, 25] (meson melting) and later in holographic
�avored N = 4 SYM on curved backgrounds [26� 29], as in our setup. Curvature-driven
transitions were also found in the mass deformed ABJM theory by using supersymmetric
localization in [30� 32], in certain bottom-up models in [1] and in [33].

The presence of the phase transition is both a blessing and a curse. On one hand,
the phase transition is crucial to obtain the correct value of the IR-�nite part of the �avor
on-shell action, which matches theF -value one expects from the IR theory, namely zero
(since the �avors decouple). Therefore, we �nd that the weak version of the F -theorem
is reproduced by the curvature RG-�ow, i.e., the holographic free energy computes the
correct �xed-point F -values.

On the other hand, the interpolating F -functions constructed with the same strategy
as in [7] this time are not monotonic: in particular, they have the wrong monotonicity in
the small-curvature phase, all the way up to the phase transition. However, three of theF -
functions have the correct monotonicity in the high curvature phase, all the way down to the
phase transition. This seems to leave the possibility open that the phase transition is what
causes theF -theorem to fail in this case. It would be interesting to test these questions
further in top-down models dual to holographic RG �ows which do not display phase transi-
tions, for example those considered in [34� 37] which are known to uplift to M-theory [ 38, 39].

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the rest of the introduction we will give a
brief summary of the setup and of the results. In section2, we review the holographic dual
of ABJM theory with �avor that in an appropriate limit is given by type IIA supergravity
with D6-branes. Then in section 3, we consider �avor in �at space by studying probe D6-
branes in �at slicing of AdS4. In section 4, we generalize the analysis to spherical slicing of
AdS4 to describe �avor on a 3-sphere. In section5, we derive the free energy of �avor degrees
of freedom onS3 from the holographically renormalized D6-brane on-shell action, which in
section 6, is used to computeF -functions and study their monotonicity. We conclude with
a discussion in section7. Details of many of the computations are relegated in appendices.

1.1 Summary of results

On the �eld theory side, we consider �avored ABJM �eld theory living on S3
� of radius � ,

with action
I QFT = I CFT + m

Z

S3
�

d3�
p

�O (� ) ; (1.1)

where I CFT is the action of ABJM theory with N f massless �avor �elds, O is the fermion
bilinear of dimension � = 2 and m is the �avor mass. The action (1.1) de�nes a one-
parameter family of theories, controlled by the dimensionless parameter�m , which we call
a curvature RG �ow .

The quantity we are interested in is the renormalized free energy on the sphere as a
function of �m ,

F ren(�m ) = � logZ ren
S3

�
: (1.2)
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As �m varies between0 and + 1 , the curvature RG �ow interpolates between two �xed
point CFTs, for which ( 1.2) is positive and scheme independent.

The �rst CFT 3 at �m = 0 is ABJM theory with massless �avor, and in the quenched
approximation N f =N � 1, its renormalized free energy is given by [22, 23]:

FUV =
�

p
2

3
N 3=2k1=2 +

�
4

NN f
p

2� + O(N f =N )2 : (1.3)

The IR CFT 3 is pure ABJM theory without �avor and its renormalized free energy is

FIR =
�

p
2

3
N 3=2k1=2 ; (1.4)

i.e., the �rst term in ( 1.3). We recover this value as the�m ! + 1 limit of the curvature
RG-�ow free energy F ren(�m ) after a suitable subtraction of volume divergences.

The F -functions, which interpolate between the �xed-point values (1.3) and (1.4), are
constructed from the free energy for the massive theory along the curvature RG �ow and we
compute them holographically. Our computations are in the probe limit N f =N � 1 where
the background geometry is the ABJM solution AdS4 � CP3 without any backreaction.
Because the boundary �eld theory lives onS3

� , we work in spherical slicing of Euclidean
AdS4 with the metric

ds2 = ‘ 2(du2 + sinh 2 (u � c) ds2
S3 ) ; (1.5)

whereu is the holographic radial coordinate andc is a constant related to the sphere radius
� by c = � log 2�=‘ . The conformal boundary of AdS4 is reached asu ! + 1 .

The D6-brane embeddings we consider extend along the directions of AdS4 and are
parametrized by the slipping mode� = � (u) which gives the location of the brane in the in-
ternal spaceCP3. In the probe limit, the embeddings are obtained from the variation of the
D6-brane action which is a sum of DBI and WZ actions. After a careful analysis of regular-
ity conditions for the WZ action, we show that the (unrenormalized) action takes the form3

I D6 =
�
4

N
p

2�
Z

du sinh3 (u � c) sin � (u)
� q

1 + � 0(u)2 +
1
2

sin � (u)
�

: (1.6)

Along the way, we also clarify some subtleties with regularity of the WZ term in this action.
The slipping mode � (u) is dual to the fermion bilinear in the �avor mass term. Close

to the AdS4 boundary, it behaves as:

� (u) =
�
2

� y� e� u + O
�
e� 2u

�
; u ! + 1 ; (1.7)

where the parametery� is related by the holographic dictionary to the fermion mass,

m =
y�

‘
: (1.8)

Along the curvature RG �ow, we encounter two types of topologically distinct embed-
dings depending on whether the D6-branes extend all the way to the tip of the Euclidean

3Up to boundary terms which are discussed in detail in the main body of the paper.
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AdS4 cigar or whether they terminate at �nite distance from the tip. There is a �rst-order
transition between the two types of embeddings which is dual to a meson breaking quan-
tum phase transition on the �eld theory side. As a result, the curvature RG �ow crosses a
phase transition.

The holographic dictionary relates the bulk on-shell action to the free energy on the
sphere (1.2). At leading order in N f =N � 1, the contribution of massive �avor to the S3

�
free energy comes from the on-shell action of the D6-branes. For massless �avor (�m = 0 ),
we �nd that the renormalized on-shell action of a single D6-brane

F ren
D6 jm=0 =

�
4

N
p

2� (1.9)

reproduces the leading term in the expansion (1.3). This corresponds to the UV end of the
curvature RG �ow (in�nite curvature, or zero mass limit).

For massless �avor, the result (1.9) is scheme-independent and there are no possible
�nite boundary counterterms one can add to the action. For non-zero mass instead there
are two �nite covariant counterterms. They produce shifts by �m and (�m )3 in the free
energy, which is therefore scheme-dependent. In a minimal subtraction scheme, we �nd
that the free energy behaves in the in�nite volume limit ( �m ! 1 ) as

F ren
D6 =

�
4

N
p

2�
�

3
2

(�m ) �
18 log 2� 11

8
(�m ) � 1 + O(�m ) � 3

�
; �m ! + 1 : (1.10)

The limit �m ! 1 corresponds to the IR limit of the curvature RG �ow. The �rst term
in (1.10) represents a large-volume divergence. This term can be eliminated an appropriate
change of renormalization scheme. In such a scheme, the D6-brane free energy is now �nite
as �m ! 1 , and in fact it vanishes, as there is noO(1) term in ( 1.10). The IR limit
of the total free energy (bulk + D6-branes) of the curvature RG �ow now reproduces the
value (1.4) of the sphere free energy of the IR CFT (pure ABJM without �avor).

The candidate F -functions of [7] are obtained by subtracting the in�nite volume diver-
gences appearing in (1.10) by either choosing an appropriate renormalization scheme or by
acting with a suitable di�erential operator in �m . In general, this produces four di�erent
functions F1;2;3;4, and we show that they correctly interpolate between FUV and FIR as
a function of �m . However, they are not monotonic. We also check that the Legendre
transform of the free energy with respect to the mass, the quantum e�ective potential,
does not give a monotonicF -function either.

We will discuss these results and their interpretation in the �nal section of the paper.

2 Holographic dual of ABJM theory with quenched �avor

ABJM theory is a 3-dimensional Chern-Simons-matter theory with gauge groupU(N )k �
U(N ) � k [11]. It is an N = 6 SCFT with two vector multiplets interacting via Chern-Simons
terms that have opposite levelsk; � k. There are also four chiral multiplets (the matter
part) transforming in bifundamental representations (N; �N ) and ( �N; N ) of U(N ) � U(N ).
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In the N ! 1 limit with k �xed, ABJM theory is conjectured to be holographically
dual to M-theory on AdS4 � S7=Zk [11]. Taking also k ! 1 such that

� � 1;
� 5=2

N 2 � 1 ; (2.1)

where � = N=k is the ’t Hooft coupling, the M-theory description is well-approximated by
classical 10-dimensional type IIA supergravity on AdS4 � CP3 [11].

The corresponding AdS4 � CP3 supergravity solution in string frame is given by [11, 13]

ds2
10 = ‘ 2(ds2

AdS4 + ds2
CP3 ) (2.2)

e� =
2‘
k

F4 =
3
2

k‘ 2 Vol AdS4; F2 = kJ ; (2.3)

where the curvature radius ‘ is given by the ’t Hooft coupling

‘ 4 = 2 � 2� ; (2.4)

and we have set the string scale‘ s = 1 . Hereds2
AdS4

in (2.2) denotes the metric of Euclidean
AdS4 with unit radius and the metric of CP3 is normalized such that its Ricci tensor is
8 times its metric. In addition, Vol AdS4 is the volume form of unit AdS4 and J is the
Kähler form of CP3. The metric of CP3 is explicitly [ 13, 23, 40]

ds2
CP3 = d� 2 + sin 2 �

�
d +

cos� 1

2
d� 1 �

cos� 2

2
d� 2

� 2

+ cos2
� �

2

�
(d� 2

1 + sin 2 � 1 d� 2
1)

+ sin 2
� �

2

�
(d� 2

2 + sin 2 � 2 d� 2
2) ; (2.5)

and the coordinate ranges are

0 � � � �; 0 �  < 2�; 0 � � 1;2 < �; 0 � � 1;2 < 2� : (2.6)

Our range for � di�ers from the literature where it is usually 0 � � � �= 2. Because of this,
there is no factor of four in front of ds2

CP3 in (2.2).
In these coordinates, the Kähler form is [13, 40]

J = �
1
4

sin � d� ^ (2d + cos � 1 d� 1 � cos� 2 d� 2) �
1
2

cos2
� �

2

�
sin � 1 d� 1 ^ d� 1

�
1
2

sin2
� �

2

�
sin � 2 d� 2 ^ d� 2 : (2.7)

ABJM theory admits an extension with two sets of fermionic �avor �elds (Qi ; eQi ), with i =
1; 2, where Q1;2 transform in the fundamental representations (N; 1), (1; N ) respectively,
while eQ1;2 transform in ( �N; 1), (1; �N ), respectively [12� 15]. The addition of �avor preserves
N = 3 supersymmetry. Conformal symmetry is also preserved for massless �avor.

If we add a total number of N f �avor �elds of both kinds, then in the holographic
dual, this corresponds to addingN f D6-branes wrapping a 3-cycleM 3 � CP3 such that
near the conformal boundaryM 3 = RP3 [12� 15]. The total Euclidean bulk action is

I bulk = I IIA + N f I D6 ; (2.8)
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